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1. INTRODUCTION {#hpm2496-sec-0006}
===============

Several recent reviews collected studies on pay for performance (P4P) programs and reported mixed results regarding the effects of such programs on performance.[1](#hpm2496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The findings showed a significant degree of heterogeneity ranging from positive significant improvement to no impact at all. Moreover, in certain cases, the adoption of P4P has even damaged the prior performance. For instance, the 2011 Cochrane review in primary care found that financial incentives were effective for some outcomes in some settings.[2](#hpm2496-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Hence, evidence suggests that P4P schemes seem to work under certain circumstances and that both intended and unintended consequences have to be carefully estimated before implementing them on a wide scale, also considering that benefits should always outweigh costs.[3](#hpm2496-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#hpm2496-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

What makes the success of a P4P program should include several different aspects. A coherent and effective structure should, among others, be able to answer to at least 5 relevant questions: (1) Whom to reward? (2) What to reward? (3) How to reward? (4) How much to reward? (5) How many targets to set?.[1](#hpm2496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#hpm2496-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#hpm2496-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#hpm2496-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In general, scholars reported that the adoption of inappropriate goal‐setting procedures is deemed to be a major cause of failure of management control systems.[7](#hpm2496-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

Although there are suggestions coming from the extant literature, some scholars stated that studies have not investigated which specific design features mainly contributed to obtain the desired effect.[1](#hpm2496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}

As regards the *whom* to reward, the decision is whether to reward individuals (clinicians, clinical teams or General Managers \[GMs\]) or organisations. In theory, rewards should be granted to those who are responsible for improved performance, so that it is believed that they are more effective when addressed to individuals. Indeed, most schemes have focused on rewarding groups of practitioners, especially those of the primary care practice. Reviews have found a positive relationship between performance and rewards addressed to individuals.[8](#hpm2496-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hpm2496-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#hpm2496-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#hpm2496-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#hpm2496-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#hpm2496-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

Although individual‐level incentives have a high level of accountability, group‐level or organisational incentives can be preferred given that the health care sector is characterised by a joint production nature.[3](#hpm2496-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}On the contrary, the main limitation is that they might not translate into private rewards for individuals.[10](#hpm2496-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

Various studies found that macro level rewards have a positive but poor effect in terms of performance improvement[14](#hpm2496-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#hpm2496-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#hpm2496-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hpm2496-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} or no effect at all.[18](#hpm2496-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} A recent study in Denmark highlighted that institutional level incentives worked when the rewards granted to the department level have been redistributed internally.[5](#hpm2496-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Hence, individual incentives are more effective, but some targets can be set at a higher level (group or organisation) only. Moreover, institutional targets work better when they are drilled down into the organisations. Therefore, P4P programs addressed to GMs might be effective because they are assigned individual reward schemes, but they may include institutional targets because the GM is the person in charge of the whole health care organisation.

As regards the *what* to reward, there is evidence on the positive effects of P4P when it includes process measures or measures with more room for improvement, rather than solely outcome measures.[1](#hpm2496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hpm2496-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} This evidence is related to the so‐called "controllability principle" that "is one of the strongest tenets in management accounting, and is considered to be directly relevant to the evaluation of managers\' performance."[20](#hpm2496-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The principle states that indicators used to assess performance, especially in the incentive plans, should be controllable by the workers or the subjects called to achieve the targets, otherwise motivation decreases, and dysfunctional behaviour may occur.[21](#hpm2496-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The risk of focusing on controllable indicators only is that while individuals or institutions hit the target, the overall health system may miss the point. Hence, management scholars suggest introducing global performance measures in order to coordinate improvement efforts and promote cross‐functional cooperation.[22](#hpm2496-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

Another suggestion derives from the goal setting theory, and it is related to the importance to set specific goals instead of the exhortation to "do one\'s best."[23](#hpm2496-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} This statement seems quite obvious, but, in practice, it is not. Indeed, an Italian study on GMs\' financial reward schemes highlighted that, in 2011, 36% of the regions mainly applied qualitative indicators which are more difficult to be interpreted and evaluated.[24](#hpm2496-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

The higher success of process indicators is related to the fact that, if well defined, they are easily taken under control, either by organisations or by individuals. However, indicators should be carefully selected in order to meet the ultimate goal of health care system, which is population (and/or patients) health status.

As for the *how* to reward, authors identified 2 different approaches: purely positive or competition‐based rewards.[25](#hpm2496-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Purely positive rewards consist into additional financial resources for those actors who meet the criteria requirements, while the competitive approach foresees a reward for the best performers and a punishment for the worst ones. Van Herck et al (2010) conclude that incentives of a purely positive nature seem to have generated more beneficial effects than those based on a competitive approach. Moreover, the UK experience of the QOF suggested that targets should be carefully grouped into categories,[26](#hpm2496-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} while other experiences suggest tailoring target setting and evaluation on the basis of both past and relative performance.[27](#hpm2496-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Literature also converges towards the use of frequent rewards and participative goal setting[1](#hpm2496-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hpm2496-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hpm2496-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}: when goals are set in a participative manner and rewards are frequent, success is higher.

With reference to *how much* to reward, the determination of the amount of public resources that should be allocated to financial bonuses is an important issue for policy makers.

Size *(how much)* can be expressed both in percentage and in absolute terms. A systematic review by Rosenthal et al (2004) summarised 38 different P4P programs and reported that the magnitude of incentives for organisations generally ranges from approximately 1 to 10 per cent of the annual budget. On the one hand, small rewards are not sufficient to put in place mechanisms able to boost motivation, while on the other hand too big rewards are not effective because of the perverse effects that trigger opportunistic behaviours.[25](#hpm2496-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hpm2496-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#hpm2496-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hpm2496-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hpm2496-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} However, reviews found no clear relationship between incentive size and the outcomes of P4P programs.[6](#hpm2496-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hpm2496-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} It is not possible to generalise how much is enough, indeed, in some cases the size of the reward could be higher than the transaction costs that organisations could avoid.[26](#hpm2496-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Another difficult issue to cope with during the target setting phase is to determine *how many* targets have to be included in the evaluation. Both excessive and scarce emphasis on performance indicators can result in a performance paradox which leads to a weak correlation between performance indicators and performance itself.[34](#hpm2496-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} The confusion generated by many targets might disorient the actors of the organisation who may then behave differently from the priority actions.[35](#hpm2496-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, a limited number of targets may induce to the tunnel vision as a consequence of narrowing the managerial attention only to some limited aspects of global performance.[36](#hpm2496-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} To cope with this dilemma, scholars have suggested different solutions, such as introducing subjectivity beside the bonus formula[35](#hpm2496-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} or selecting priorities with different methods,[37](#hpm2496-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} while other indicators could be used for internal benchmarking purposes only.[38](#hpm2496-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

Finally, some governance mechanisms such as publicly benchmarking outcomes and peer learning can motivate improved performance at both the sub‐national and national level but with careful design.[39](#hpm2496-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hpm2496-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#hpm2496-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In particular, improving results requires different approaches when the context is poor or good performing: while naming shaming and punishment may help in the case of poor performance, awards and visibility may help in the case of good performance.[39](#hpm2496-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hpm2496-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#hpm2496-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

This paper aims to contribute to the literature by framing up arguments on the above 5 elements and identify areas for future research on the basis of 2 good performing Italian regions: Tuscany and Lombardy. We analysed the different features of the P4P programs, aimed at improving organisational performance, that the 2 regions have adopted from 2005 to 2015. Finally, we analysed their overall performance trajectory during this time frame.

2. METHODS {#hpm2496-sec-0007}
==========

A qualitative longitudinal analysis of 2 case studies (Tuscany and Lombardy) was conducted. The analysis was exploratory and was not meant to imply any direct causality between the features of the P4P schemes and the performance. We chose these cases because they are considered to be 2 of the best performing Italian regions.[42](#hpm2496-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hpm2496-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, they both adopted P4P programs together with performance measurement systems, although making different choices in terms of the scheme design.[43](#hpm2496-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#hpm2496-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} To analyse the above 2 cases, we searched for international and national articles as well as grey literature and Italian documents (Regional acts). The cases were analysed highlighting the choices that the 2 regions made regarding the financial reward schemes during the time frame under investigation. We aimed to seek an answer to the 5 questions previously listed: (1) Whom to reward? (2) What to reward? (3) How to reward? (4) How much to reward? (5) How many targets to set?

For each case, we discuss the strategies adopted and the regional performance results obtained between 2005 and 2015.

As regards the regional performance evaluation, we used the national Essential Levels of Care (ELC) scores that represent the capacity of the regions to provide free of charge (or with a co‐payment) care to their citizens.[45](#hpm2496-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hpm2496-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hpm2496-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Because the Italian GM reward scheme, by law, is set for a 20% of the base pay, we made a focus on a single indicator to better analyse "the size effect" and "how many targets." In particular, we chose the percentage of femur fractures operated within 48 hours indicator because it is included into the ELC evaluation and it is one of the main outcome indicators monitored by the National Outcome Program of the National Agency for health care since its birth in 2010.[48](#hpm2496-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} The data go from 2007 to 2015, respectively, the first and the last year available of ELC score.

3. THE CASE STUDIES {#hpm2496-sec-0008}
===================

The Italian National Healthcare System follows a Beveridge model. The responsibility for the organisation and the provision of services is decentralised at a regional level, while the national level has to ensure universal coverage for the whole population.[46](#hpm2496-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Because regions are autonomous to choose their organisational model, they adopted different governance models and management tools.[49](#hpm2496-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hpm2496-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} However, more and more the central government has been controlling performance over regions, claiming, since 2010, an increasingly central role when regions were not able to achieve the minimum level of performance set through the ELC.[51](#hpm2496-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}

3.1. The Tuscany case {#hpm2496-sec-0009}
---------------------

The health care system in Tuscany delivers 95% of the services through publicly owned organisations (Local Health Authorities) and spends more than 6.6 billion euros per year in health care services.

Tuscany adopted a mixed governance model that combines hierarchy and targets, public disclosure of performance data, and P4P related to the GM\'s (*whom to reward*) rewarding schemes.[43](#hpm2496-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} In particular, since 2005, Tuscany\'s health care system adopted a multidimensional performance evaluation system (PES) that includes 60 composite indicators and more than 600 simple indicators covering multiple performance dimensions that was based on transparent benchmarking and public disclosure of performance results.[52](#hpm2496-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hpm2496-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

Before 2006, most of the goals were qualitative, assessed with the "all or none" criterion, and more than 50 per cent of them were based on financial performance. After the integration with the PES, most of the goals became quantitative and related to quality, appropriateness, and process indicators as well as efficiency and patients "satisfaction"[27](#hpm2496-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} *(what to reward)*.

Every year, a set of approximately 50 indicators are grouped into categories. In particular, there is a specific category that measures the capacity to improve indicators included into the PES. Hence, the reward scheme is made by a very large set of indicators: those related to the main scheme (around 50) and those included into the PES (around 600) (*how many targets to set*).

Based on the Italian legislative requirements, regions can raise up to 20 per cent of the GMs\' compensation by linking it to quality and efficiency performance. In particular, considering the specific indicator chosen to understand the effect of the size, the percentage of femur fracture operated within 2 days, it was incentivized with a very low weight: less than 0.5 over 100 (*how much to reward*). The regional administration sets the weights both for the categories and for the single indicators, discusses the annual targets with the GMs on December based on performance data of the previous 9 months, and defines specific targets of improvement. In order to set challenging goals, the definition of the targets is done on the basis of the baseline and the relative performance[27](#hpm2496-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} (*how to reward*).

While the overall performance scores linked to the PES were annually presented during the spring months of the next year, the global assessment of the targets achievement was often delayed (up to 3 years). Hence, the financial bonus linked to the reward scheme was not prompt at all. This might have negatively affected the GMs\' motivation; indeed, the delay in granting the bonus is a significant demotivation element.[28](#hpm2496-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

Regional acts show that, during the 9 years under investigation, the average performance‐related pay was around 65% to 70% but quite variable within the health authorities, ranging from 50% to 90%.

3.2. The Lombardy case {#hpm2496-sec-0010}
----------------------

Lombardy is the sole Italian region which opted for the "choice and competition" governance model, combined together with a P4P scheme and a specific performance measurement system.[43](#hpm2496-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} This model, based on the split between provider and purchaser, where private for profit, private not‐for‐profit, and public hospitals compete for resources, recently changed in 2016.

This evaluation system, based on benchmarking but without disclosing the names of providers, has been in place until 2014 when Lombardy joined the Italian collaborative network and adopted their shared PES.[43](#hpm2496-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#hpm2496-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hpm2496-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}

Generally, GMs\' financial reward schemes consisted in 2 parts (*what to reward*): one related to their mandate and the other one related to performance results. The first part consisted into a subjective assessment of the GMs\' managerial competences. The assessment was done by the regional policy makers, and until 2010 it has been attributed a weight of 40% of the total score. Since 2010, the weight has been reduced to 10%.

The number and the type of targets set by the regional administration changed over the years under investigation (*how many targets to set*). While between 2008 and 2013, GMs\' financial reward schemes were based on 30 to 40 objectives expressed in qualitative terms with no clear definition of targets, since 2013, the reward scheme changed. It took into account more than 200 indicators, and despite at the beginning they continued to be mainly qualitative, an increasing number of indicators started to be expressed in quantitative terms and with a clear definition of targets.

Rewards for GMs were attributed approximately 18 months after the end of the evaluated period (*how to reward*), with a quite fast process considering the lag time related to the collection and the evaluation of data. As already seen for the Tuscany case, also in Lombardy the GMs (*whom to reward*) could receive up to 20% of their base pay (*how much to reward*) as a bonus for performance results. Considering the specific indicator of femur fracture operated in 48 hours, it was part of national requirements as the agreement between Ministry of Health and Regions since 2010 so they are included into the mandate goals for years between 2010 and 2015. In this case, no bonus is linked but a possible penalty related to the risk of losing the role (*how much*).

GMs\' final assessment was often around 90% for almost all the health care organisations. Variation within the region was very low across time which may lead us to argue that it is due to the high number of qualitative indicators and to unclear definition of targets (until 2014 it often happened that indicators were defined but no target was assigned to them).[24](#hpm2496-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

In 2012, Lombardy introduced another reward mechanism in an experimental way to some providers (*whom to reward*). Regional managers defined the hospitals\' annual budgets based on their historical expenditure and rewarded their outcomes *(what to reward)* monitored throughout the 5 indicators of the PES.[56](#hpm2496-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} The scheme assumed a competitive approach (*how to reward*): from a penalty of −2 per cent for the worst performer to a bonus of +2 per cent for the best performer (*how much to reward*), while intermediate actors receive a percentage that is proportional to the distance between their result and the best practice. Authors who studied this P4P program found a positive correlation between the introduction of the program and 2 of the 5 indicators: the readmissions for the same condition in the Major Diagnostic Categories within 12 months from the discharge date and the transfers to a different hospital.[56](#hpm2496-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}

4. DISCUSSION {#hpm2496-sec-0011}
=============

Both regions adopted GMs reward schemes that link pay to organisational performance. Moreover, they both registered improvements, although with different magnitudes. However, there are significant differences in the design phase of such schemes that need to be further discussed.

A first difference consists in *what* is the object of P4P schemes. While Lombardy seems to reward mainly general and qualitative goals (at least until 2014), since 2006 Tuscany focuses mainly on quantitative indicators related to quality and appropriateness.

A second difference stands in the target‐setting process (*how to reward and how many targets to set*): Tuscany sets a high number of goals (around 50 and the PES) based on quantitative measures and uses relative and past performance to assess them. Lombardy used to set around 40 goals that were mainly qualitative and instrumental until 2013; then, it started to introduce more and more indicators (around 200) enhancing also the number of quantitative targets.

Finally, although Tuscany shows the results promptly (around 4 months after the end of the year), it provides the rewards with a very large delay (around 3 years). Instead, Lombardy pays the rewards after 18 months. These differences could have had some effects on the capacity of policy makers to evaluate the final achievement: while Tuscan GMs achievement varied between 50% and 90%, in Lombardy most of GMs achieved 90%. The argument that Lombardy is one of the best performing regions in Italy seems to be not enough to justify the difference between the percentage of achievement given to GMs with respect to Tuscany.

Considering the ELC scores in 2007, 2012, and 2015, [^1] it can be observed in Figure [1](#hpm2496-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} that both regions started with the same score (184 points out of 225). While Tuscany steadily improved and achieved the maximum score in 2015, Lombardy slightly improved its performance only after 2012. On the basis of this evidence, we may argue that the introduction of a large set of indicators (*how many targets*) related to clinical performance (*what*), into the GMs\' reward schemes has potentially helped regions to improve their performance and achieve higher scores in the ELC evaluation. The delay in paying the rewards (case of Tuscany) seems to have had no such detrimental effect on performance or it is possible that it was smoothened by the presence of prompt feedback on performance results and the adoption of a clear process of setting challenging goals *(how)*.

![Essential level of care score 2007 to 2012 and 2015](HPM-33-e474-g001){#hpm2496-fig-0001}

As regards the specific performance indicator of the percentage of femur fractures operated within 2 days, we can observe from Figure [2](#hpm2496-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} that both regions have experienced a constant and significant improvement over the years. Considering the case of Tuscany, we may argue that the incentive size seems to be not so relevant: despite the limited weight of this indicator (less than 0.5 on 100 of the bonus), Tuscany steadily improved from 41% to almost 70% in 2015. Considering Lombardy, we may argue that the introduction of this indicator into the GMs\' mandate in 2010 (even if it was not directly mentioned), with a lag time of 2 years, led Lombardy to increase the percentage from 41% to 56%.

![Results obtained for the percentage of femur fracture operated within 2 days―source: National Outcome Program](HPM-33-e474-g002){#hpm2496-fig-0002}

The experience of Lombardy with the introduction in 2012 of the P4P program at the provider level confirmed what we found in literature: that rewards on outcome are not always effective. In particular, the 2 indicators that improved could be considered intermediary outcomes (*what to reward*).

5. CONCLUSIONS {#hpm2496-sec-0012}
==============

A multitude of studies investigated the impact of P4P programs, obtaining mixed results. This opened the debate over whether health care systems should continue to pursue performance improvement by the means of P4P programs or not. The current research contributes to the P4P knowledge by bringing up the experience of 2 Italian regions, Tuscany and Lombardy, who both decided to reward health care performance by financial means. Although the pathways of the 2 regions were quite different in terms of both implementation strategy and context, they obtained significant beneficial effects.

Both regions managed to obtain positive effects from the adoption of individual P4P programs addressed to GMs when they included clinical performance indicators. Integrative suggestions come from the Lombardy experience on P4P at the provider level: the program seems to be more effective for intermediary outcomes than for pure outcome indicators. These findings may lead us to argue that the level of implementation is not the main determinant factor in the success of such programs (*whom to reward*) while the content of the reward is relevant (*what to reward*). On the basis of this evidence, we may argue that regions should keep on designing individual P4P addressed towards the GMs. This strategy could be more feasible in terms of costs with respect to provider incentives, although it assumes that GMs redistribute goals within the organisations throughout budget and evaluation processes advocating the positive return in terms of organisational performance.[5](#hpm2496-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The analyses of these 2 case studies provide evidence on the fact that, when correctly designed, GMs reward schemes seem to lead to performance improvement, answering to some doubts cast by other authors.[57](#hpm2496-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hpm2496-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}

These experiences led us conclude that the real mover across the 5 factors is *what to reward*. We believe that in order to make the organisation to perform better it is essential to obtain the engagement of the people who work into it. The adoption of indicators capable to measure the essence of their work is a key strategy to enable this improvement process (*what to reward*). This may depend on the fact that indicators which are closer to professionals\' work enable their engagement.[59](#hpm2496-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} On this type of goal, clinicians and managers can converge, and they can both achieve the objectives they are more interested in. Indeed, some authors believe that when quality of care and appropriateness is pursued, in the long run, also the financial sustainability of the health care systems will be ensured.[60](#hpm2496-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#hpm2496-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hpm2496-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} In this perspective, the inclusion of a large set of indicators seems to be a good solution (*how many targets to set*), as suggested by the shift of Lombardy\'s reward scheme: when the region started to link performance of GMs to a larger set of health care goals (although not always expressed in quantitative terms and clear targets) the overall performance, measured through the ELC score, improved. Although single individuals may control a few activities, it is also true that GMs are in charge of the overall performance of their organisation, so that the goal achievement is related not so much to their direct activity but to the capacity to delegate and cascade goals and targets to the right units. This is particularly true in complex organisations where there are multiple targets and services to provide. In this sense, the controllability principle for GMs can be substituted by the capacity to communicate to their staff the goals to be pursued.[63](#hpm2496-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} The communication can be eased if all the actors are familiar with the indicators and thus, a high number of indicators seems to be a good strategy to increase overall performance of the health care system.

Interestingly, this comparison highlighted that while literature converges on the fact that rewards should be given timely to individuals, the case of Tuscany, where GMs obtained the bonuses with 3 years of delay, frequency of the rewards seems to be not so relevant. A possible explanation relies on the fact that GMs received periodic feedback (quarterly) on performance trend of their organisations.

This opens the debate about the fact that it is not easy to disentangle improvement when it is obtained by combining several elements. For instance, in the case of Tuscany, systematic use of clinical indicators, target‐setting process, benchmarking, and transparent public disclosure of results may have played an important role. Indeed, when all these governance tools are put in place, the incentive size seems not important (*how much to reward*) as the results obtained for the percentage of femur fractures operated within 2 days suggest. When GMs\' goals are aligned to those of organisations and focus on quality and appropriateness measures that closer to professionals activities *(what)*, it is possible to enable the mechanism of identity above all throughout reputation lever.[41](#hpm2496-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

This study has a number of limitations and opens to further studies. A first limitation pertains the transferability of our findings, because the study is based on 2 Italian regional cases. Both regions were considered best performing and both of them already systematically used PESs; hence, they already shared a culture of measure not so common in other regions.[43](#hpm2496-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hpm2496-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Further qualitative analyses may be welcome to confirm our preliminary arguments. Because performance improvement is the consequence of multiple factors, the environment and the context where the reward scheme is settled may cloud some of our considerations. On the one hand, because the context may exert a significant influence on the effectiveness of performance management systems.[64](#hpm2496-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, because reward schemes play different roles in regions with recovery plans, it would be interesting to understand whether the analysis of such regions leads to similar conclusions. On the other hand, qualitative studies may also compare whether different results occur with regard to different governance models adopted (for a classification of governance model in health care see Bevan and Wilson[65](#hpm2496-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; for the application to the Italian case see Nuti et al[66](#hpm2496-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; and for the effect of recovery plans in Italy see Ferrè et al[67](#hpm2496-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, further evidence from other Italian regions or countries would contribute to the P4P body of knowledge.

A second limitation lies on the fact that even though the arguments proposed are based on quantitative elements, our study is qualitative. Every final proposition on the 5 factors: *whom*, *what, how, how many* targets and *how much* to reward, requires to be tested on empirical basis.

For instance, scholars may analyse if there are any differences across the type of outcome or intermediary outcome included into the reward schemes (eg, whether indicators of integrated care are more difficult to achieve with respect to quality and appropriateness indicators).

A third stream of research may lie on what happens within the region: our study analysed the acts and the performance at a regional level, but much more can be done to understand the regional variations. Do all the GMs transfer the regional goals into their internal performance management systems? Do they apply the same methodology? Are there any performance variations between the organisations within a region? Indeed, these conclusions seek to shed new light on how scholars could formulate and test alternative hypotheses on the complex and debated topic of how to set effective reward schemes in health care.

The authors wish to thank the participants at the LSE International Health Policy Conference 2017 for their fruitful comments.

[^1]: We used these years on the basis of the availability of data and because the 2007 is the first year considered, the 2012 because it is the year before the changes introduced into the Lombardy reward schemes and 2015 because it is the last available score.
